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An amazing butterfly adventure – Namaqualand 2006
Owen Garvie (1), Jean-Paul Brouard(2), and Luke Durkan (3)
(1)

garvie@telkomsa.net

(2)

jpbrouard@yahoo.com

(3)

luked18@hotmail.com

In late August Dave McDermott, J-P Brouard (a new member of LepSoc) and his
friend Luke Durkan, gathered at our home to plot and plan our trip to Namaqualand.
The area had received good winter rains and the news reports indicated that the wild
flowers were the best in forty years. To meet everyones’ aspirations we agreed to
spend 10 days in Namaqualand from 1-10 September and visit Springbok,
Kamieskroon, Lambert’s Bay and Gifberg Mountain in the Vanrhynsdorp area.
My wife Wendy immediately set about securing accommodation for us, which is
no easy task as bookings for the many visitors during the flower season are generally
made four to six months prior to this spectacular event. The three senior members of
the party required B+B accommodation, whilst the two “young turks” (JP and Luke)
chose to camp. Ten days before leaving Dave Mc Dermott unfortunately had to pull
out, and sadly missed out on a terrific trip. Sorry Dave! A permit was applied for on
the 1st of August from the Northern Cape Nature Conservation offices in Kimberley,
and after several e-mails and frantic phone calls a copy of the permit was finally faxed
through on the eve of our departure. To date, (18 September) despite paying R120 for
the permit, the original has still not arrived via registered post, long after the trip was
completed.
We planned to meet at 02h00 on Friday 1 September and managed to get away by
02h30 with the trusted Toyota Hilux Raider in front and JP and Luke following behind,
sharing the driving responsibilities in a red VW Polo, packed to the roof with camping
gear, sleeping bags, food etc., for the adventure of a lifetime.
Arriving in Kuruman soon after sunrise we
munched a hearty breakfast at the local
Wimpy. On route to Olifantshoek we
pointed out to JP the favoured haunts of
Tylopaedia sardonyx sardonyx (King
Copper), Aloeides simplex (Dune Copper)
and Aloeides molomo krooni (Molomo
Copper), which emerge in late
October/early November. We didn’t hang
around as this part of the Northern Cape
Province was still dry and in the full grip
of winter.
Tylopaedia sardonyx ♂: S. Woodhall
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We broke the 1 200km journey by stopping near Aggeneys for lunch, on the side of
the road. Wendy and I have stopped at the spot on previous trips and true to form
several bugs were flying on low bushes along the dry stream course. A few Iolaus
subinfuscata reynoldsi (Dusky Sapphire)
were present, as well as numerous Cigaritis
namaquus (Namaqua Bar) flittering from one
bush to another. Colotis eris eris (Banded
Gold Tip) dry-season forms patrolled up and
down the stream bed. A single large Phasis
clavum
clavum
female
(Namaqua
Arrowhead) was collected, which surprised
all of us, as it was found far from its normal
haunts, some 200km east of Springbok.
Aloeides damarensis damarensis (Damara
Chrysoritis namaqua ♂: JP. Brouard
Copper), both males and females, sat on the
gravel verges close to the dry stream bed. An unusual Aloeides was also collected at
this spot.

Granite koppies and ridges near Springbok: JP. Brouard

Back in the vehicles we continued our trek, eventually traversing the hot dry desert
plains and moved into the granite koppies and rocky ridges in the vicinity of
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Springbok. JP, in his enthusiasm, could not wait any longer and we turned into the
Carolusburg Copper Mine, 10km east of Springbok at 14h30 after 12 hours of driving
and began to search for butterflies.
Namaqualand was greener than Wendy and I had ever seen it previously in the
past nine visits we had made to enjoy the flowers and butterflies of this special region
of South Africa. The flowers were an awesome display of colours, painting the
landscape various shades of yellow, orange, blue, white, pink and purple, as if God
had gone crazy and splashed vivid
colours in all directions across
Nature’s canvas.
To our delight the insect life was
jumping and had also responded to
the widespread rains. Butterflies
were everywhere. True to form
Vanessa cardui (Painted Lady) was
common and widespread. Pontia
helice helice (Common Meadow
White) and Tarsocera imitator
(Deceptive Widow) were plentiful,
and surprisingly Aloeides barklyi
Aloeides barklyi ♀: J. Greyling
(Barkly’s Copper) was scarce.
However, we found Aloeides
arida (Arid Copper) more
plentiful, yet in previous visits
both these species were
abundant at this time of year. A
few Argyraspodes argyraspis
(Warrior
Silver-spotted
Copper) were taken after
several missed attempts as
these fast-flying bugs played
games with us, settling in
different vantage points on
rocky
outcrops.
One
Stygionympha vansoni (Van
Son’s Brown) was found.
Unfortunately, lots of muggies
Argyraspodes argyraspis ♂: J. Dobson
(gnats) were also active,
buzzing in and around our eyes, nose and ears. In addition, many horse flies bit and
stung us each day and at times were like swarms of bees. It was obvious that the full
realm of Nature had responded to the wet season, and I guess, one cannot have it all
one’s own way when you are in paradise in Africa. Tortoises were everywhere,
crossing the roads and encountered on foot. Geckos, lizards and various snakes were
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also seen, the latter being given a wide berth, whilst some of us focused our attention
on butterflies, others took photographs of the reptiles.

Puff Adder about to strike: JP. Brourard

After delicious omelettes and
strong coffee for breakfast at
the Springbok Café, we headed
south to Kamieskroon. Our
objective was to climb the high
granite hill on the farm
Arakoep to look for Thestor
dryburghi
(Dryburgh’s
Skolly).
We obtained
permission from the land
owner (Mr. J. J. Beukes) and
drove on a track to the base of
Baby tortoises were everywhere: JP. Brouard
the hill. We began the long
climb up to where T. dryburghi
flies amongst low bushes in a red sandy area in a saddle near the flat top of the hill. It
was a still, hot day and we were exhausted when we finally reached the summit.
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Exhausted lepidopterists’ at the top
of Arakoep Hill, home of Thestor
dryburghi (Dryburgh’s Skolly).
From left to right Wendy and Owen
Garvie, Luke Durkan and inset JP.
Brouard

Wendy did very well to keep going despite that she was suffering from a cold and flu.
After a long search no dryburghi were found, presumably because they had not
emerged yet. However, T. imitator was common with fewer Tarsocera namaquensis
(Namaqua Widow), which are smaller and darker than T. imitator. A few freshly
hatched Stygionympha vansoni (Van Son’s Brown) were netted. Phasis clavum were
encountered in good numbers at the base and on the flatter shoulders and slopes of the
hill.
Next morning dawned with high cloud, which partly screened out much of the
sun’s rays, and a cool wind was blowing from the south. We decided to head inland
up the Kamiesburg Mountains to Witwater. Progress was slow because we had to
negotiate several gulleys and wash-aways across the gravel road because of the heavy
rainy season. We drove to the Dreyer’s trading store to obtain permission but it was
locked and no one was at the farm house. We headed back to the rocky ridges to flush
out the beauties that can be found in this highland part of Namaqualand. JP, Luke and
I climbed quickly up the hill, while Wendy stayed in the Hilux. At the top only one
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Lepidochrysops wykehami (Wykeham’s Blue) male was flying and a few Aloeides
juana (Juana Copper) males were present. Although the gulleys between the rocky
ridges were carefully searched, no brown female wykehami females were found.

Pseudonympha trimenii namaquana ♂: JP. Brouard

Further down, on the shoulder of the
hill, JP was shown the sweet spot
where Chrysoritis kaplani (a synonym
of C. beaufortius – Beaufort Opal) flies
and several males and a female were
taken, together with a few females of
Aloeides juana. Three species of
satyrids (Browns) were observed.
Freshly
emerged
Pseudonympha
trimenii
namaquana
(Trimen’s
Lepidochrysops penningtoni ♂: S. Woodhall
Brown), with their spider-web
patterned undersides, a few T. namaquensis, and Melampias huebneri steniptera
(Boland Brown) were noted. On the flat area near the fence, close to the road, JP was
lucky to find a Lepidochrysops penningtoni (Pennington’s Blue) male, flying slowly
between the low bushes. By 3 o’clock that afternoon it had turned cool. On the way
back to Kamieskroon, particularly at Groenkloof, we saw the best display of blue,
yellow and white wild flowers on this trip and spent time taking several photographs.
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At sunset, we celebrated the success of the day with a few cold ones in the
Kamieskroon Hotel pub, before Wendy and I returned to our B+B and the young guys
swam in the stream next to their tent pitched behind the Hotel – cellphones and all.

Chrysoritis thysbe bamptoni ♀: JP. Brouard

Day five was cloudy but warm and Luke, JP
and I took the gravel road to Hondeklip Bay
on the west coast. Our first stop was at a
lay-bye in the sand dunes which produced
some Chrysoritis thysbe bamptoni
(Common Opal) and a few Aloeides nollothi
(Nolloth’s Copper). JP, by chance, netted
two Stygionympha geraldi (Gerald’s
Brown) – lucky devil. We soon moved on
to a spot between two crescentic sand dunes
Fishing boats at Hodeklip Bay
which is the special haunt of Chrysoritis
perseus (Perseus Opal) and Chrysoritis pan
(Pan Opal), which were prolific over a wide area. JP found Chrysoritis felthami dukei
(Feltham’s Opal) with its red coloration and black spots, which were very restricted to
one sand dune crest and were in perfect condition and freshly emerged. By one o’clock
we moved on to Hondeklip Bay itself, with a few fishing boats in the harbour and other
boats rigged out with suction pipes to dredge up diamonds from the surf zone and
rocky gulleys along this treacherous coastline. We followed a track which led behind
the beach sand dunes and stopped behind the lighthouse. Within minutes Luke found
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a small colony of Chrysoritis pyroeis (Sand-dune Opal), as well some Aloeides
nollothi, but no S. geraldi were found. Again, the cool wind drew our activities to a
close at about 3 pm and we returned to Kamieskroon having had a terrific day in spite
of the cloudy weather.

Aloedides nollothi ♂: JP. Brouard

Lambert’s Bay: JP. Brouard

Phasis thero ♀: S. Woodhall

Aloeides margaritae ♀: S. Woodhall

Day six of our adventure saw us heading further south to Lambert’s Bay, a delightful
fishing village. Wendy was lucky to get accommodation with Kommandant Kallie
Coetzee where we have stayed on previous visits in a cozy well equipped two bedroom
cottage. JP and Luke did not need to camp and enjoyed the comfort, snoek and Hottnot
fish braai, which was washed down with wine. After unpacking the vehicles we
dashed into the thickly vegetated dunes, adjacent to the estuary. Walking was difficult
in the soft white beach sand, but in the mid-afternoon sun the place was hopping with
butterflies. Several Aloeides margaretae (Marguerite’s Copper) were flushed up and
many Chrysoritis were chasing each other in every opening between the coastal
bushes. C. thysbe, C. perseus, and C. atlantica (the latter now lumped in C. pan), were
all abundant and widespread. Interestingly, a few specimens of C. felthami feltami
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were also found. Several Phasis thero cedarbergae (Silver Arrowhead) were seen
darting about and were common, but very few females were flying. By late afternoon
we were exhausted and on our return to the cottage I noted that a few large Cabbage
Whites (Pieris brassicae) were flying in the school grounds opposite the cottage. This
exotic species was accidentally introduced into the Cape Town area from the UK and
has established itself in farmlands in the Western Cape Provice, spreading to the
Eastern Cape Province, but is also moving up the west coast.
After a shower we walked along the harbour pier sipping cold beverages and taking in
the peaceful setting of many sea birds returning to Bird Island to roost. The Cape
gannet colony was back to full strength and so was the smell. This gave Luke and JP
the chance to study and photograph the birds at close quarters, in the bird hide. The
many sea gulls, gannets and cormorants on the pier and on the fishing boats were
breeding on Bird Island. On this trip Luke noted 22 new bird species that he had not
seen before.

Chrysoritis zonarius ♀: JP. Brouard

The next day found us at Leipoldtville searching for Chrysoritis lycia (a synonym of
chrysaor – Burnished Opal), C. zonarius (Donkey Opal), C. thysbe, and Aloeides thyra
thyra (Red Copper) along the edges of a streambed west of Leipoldville village. All
these species were freshly hatched. In particular, C. zonarius, with its darker markings
than those from further south in the western Cape, were prolific and specimens
fluttered about on every bush. Surprisingly, many browns (Tarsocera dicksoni –
Dickson’s Widow) were also about in good numbers. I had not found these so far
north on previous trips to Namaqualand, but it was clear that the Satyrinae were having
a swarm year because of the wetter conditions. Having filled our boots and taken
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many photographs we set off to the Eland’s Bay estuary to find the rocky hill south of
Lamberts Bay where Durbaniopsis saga (Boland Rocksitter) is reported to fly.
Despite contacting Steve Woodhall, who gladly talked us in to the spot by cell phone,
no specimens were found. We returned to Lambert’s Bay, via the coastal road along
the railway and were entertained by four whales frolicking on the surface, whilst
several dolphins were having fun leaping out of the sea and doing soumersaults close
to the shore, providing another photo session.
Thick coastal mist/fog rolled in from the sea the next morning and persisted all
morning, spoiling our attempt to locate Aloeides apicalis (Pointed Copper) close to
Strandfontein, some 70km north of Lamberts Bay. We decided to travel inland to
escape the coastal weather and returned to Leipoldtville. Luke walked across the
stream bed and climbed the rocky hill on the north bank to do some bird-watching. He
returned to where the vehicles were parked and very excitedly explained that he had
found a high concentration of Tarsocera dicksoni, males and females, feeding on pink

Tarsocera dicksoni ♀: JP. Brouard

flowers at the base of the hill. He also mentioned that he had seen a smaller brown
butterfly sitting on rocks. On hearing this we charged to the spot and as stated by
Luke, there was a concentration of T. dicksoni over a small area, possibly representing
the nucleus of a strong breeding colony for the bug. Luke then directed JP and me to
some boulders and rocky ridges on the eastern slope of the hill.
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Durbaniopsis saga ♂: JP. Brouard

Gifberg, another locality for Durbaniopsis saga: A. Mayer

After a short search I spotted one D.
saga sitting on a rock and in a flash
it was in my net. What excitement
as I studied the specimen in my net
and screamed repeatedly at the top
of my voice: “a primary
experience!” Thereafter, we found
several males with a slow halting
flight, but fast when disturbed, in
sheltered places scattered over the
hillside, all freshly-hatched, but no
females were found. We took GPS
readings and named this spot

“Luke’s Locality” for D. saga.
It was JP’s nineteenth birthday and what an amazing experience to find a new locality
for a butterfly on your birthday. That night we all had lots to celebrate and the fun,
food and wine and beer flowed well into the night.

An early start was necessary the next morning and we were ready at 07h30 to leave
Lamberts Bay to spend the last day on the Gifberg Mountain near Vanryhnsdorp.
Unfortunately, low, thick mist/fog prevailed and it was hoped that this would clear as
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we headed inland but sadly this was not to be. Vanrhynsdorp was cold and cloudbound and there was no sight of the mighty Gifberg. We decided to part company and
Luke and JP drove to Springbok, which was bathed in sunshine, to make use of the
day to get some of the bugs they had missed.
Wendy and I drove up the escarpment to Nieuwoudtville and on to Calvina, taking
route 27 through Brandvlei and Kenhardt to Keimoes on the Orange River. JP and

Vanrhyns Pass between Vanrhynsdorp and Nieuwoudtville: A. Mayer

Luke met us at the Vergelegen Guest house for breakfast and after taking some
photoghaphs of several aloes/succulents that were in full flower we made the long trek
back to Johannesburg. We enjoyed the immense diversity of Namaqualand, located
and photographed 36 species of butterflies and traveled
2 770 km on an amazing butterfly adventure – sorry Dave you missed out on a great
trip.
Acknowledgement is given to the Northern Cape Nature Conservation Service for
provision of a permit to undertake this monitoring exercise to gather data, which will
be used for the benefit of the Butterfly Atlas of South Africa project. The monitoring
activities were done in a manner that did not cause harm to any threatened or
endangered butterfly species.
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Observations on the life history of Chrysoritis braueri
(Pennington) (Lepidoptera: Lycaenidae)
David A. Edge & Ernest L. Pringle
daveedge@xnets.co.za

epringle@eastcape.net

Introduction
Chrysoritis braueri was discovered by N. A. Brauer in 1958, and the type locality is
Madeira Hill, Queenstown (Pennington, 1967). It is found in the mountainous areas
of the Eastern Cape Province, with known localities at Mount Kubusie, Windvogel
Mountain, Katberg, Dontsa Pass, Fort Fordyce, on the farm Huntly Glen in the
Bedford district, and at Cala and the Bashee River in the Transkei. Quickelberge
subsequently supplied eggs to Clark from which Clark was able to describe and
illustrate parts of the life history (Clark & Dickson, 1971). The food-plant has been
recorded as Zygophyllum sp. (Zygophyllaceae). The larva failed to survive beyond the
end of the first instar in captivity on this plant.

Methods used
A locality on the farm Huntly Glen in the Eastern Cape, where a strong colony of C.
braueri occurs (see Colour Plate No. 1 Figure 1), was visited on 17 January, 2006.
Female behaviour was observed closely to determine oviposition sites, and hopefully
to collect eggs. If oviposition was observed, a sample of the plant used was taken, and
the vicinity was searched for potential host ants. Any eggs thus collected were placed
in plastic containers to observe hatching and larval behaviour.

Chrysoritis braueri ♂: S. Woodhal
Plate no. 1 in colour

Chrysoritis braueri ♀: SA. Woodhall
Plate no. 1 in colour
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Results
Oviposition
Around 11h00 a female C. braueri was seen fluttering around at the upper rocks. After
first settling on grass stems, she flew to a large clump of an erect plant, and settled on
the leaves (Figure 1. See Colour Plate No. 2 Figure 1 for colour). She crawled down
the stem, paused and appeared to oviposit. She repeated this a couple of times,
crawling lower down the plant. Eventually she reached the ground and rested. She
was so focused that the plant could be moved aside to observe. After basking for a
few minutes, she flew away to another (different) plant but did not repeat the behaviour
and then flew away altogether.
Fig. 1 Host plant of C.
braueri (See Colour
Plate No. 2 Fig. 1 for
colour

The plant where the female had been active was searched for eggs. Just one egg was
found, laid on a dry twig. The egg was brilliant white and quite large (c. 1mm).
A Leptotes species was also later observed ovipositing on another individual of this
same plant. This egg was also white but much smaller and harder to see since it is laid
in the leaf axils, closer to the tips of the branches.
Fig. 2. Psoralea sp.
(See Colour plate No.
2 Fig. 2 for colour
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Ant association with early stages
Some ants were observed on the legume on which the C. braueri egg was laid, and at
the base of the plant Crematogaster ants were found and sampled. Alongside a flat
stone c. 200 x 100mm there was much ant activity around a dark brown pupa (Figure
3; See Colour Plate No. 3 Fig. 1 for colour). Underneath the stone, despite much ant
activity, no more pupae or larvae were found. There were several entrance holes c. 34mm into what was presumably the ant nest. Soldiers as well as workers were seen.
The pupa was taken away for photography and to ascertain which species it was. A
female C. braueri eclosed on 30 January.

Fig. 3.

Pupa of C. braueri See Colour Plate No. 3 Fig. 1 for colour

Host plant
Samples were taken of the plant on which the egg was laid (Figure 2; See Colour Plate
No. 2 Fig. 2 for colour). It is a legume with sparse flowers of a blue/purple colour,
growing in small to large clumps, up to 0,5m high. It mostly grows along the fringes
of a dry water course/ gully, and was more plentiful higher up where more females
and a few males are usually seen. Lower down the watercourse the plant is absent
except for one or two near the lower, deeper gully where the males are usually
plentiful. The plant has been provisionally identified as a Psoralea species (Fabaceae),
and is not one of the three species illustrated in Manning (2001).
Observations of the ovum and larval stages
The ovum was photographed under the microscope at 13h30, by which time it had
darkened to a brownish green, the same colour as the dry twig (Figure 5).
Fig. 4
Ovum of C. braueri
See Colour Plate No. 2 Fig. 3 for colour
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The egg was found to have hatched on 30 January, and although nothing was seen of
a larva, on 1 February frass was observed in the container where the host plant was
kept. Fresh host plant was thereafter provided on a regular basis, and the following
larval observations made:
1st instar larva: 1.5mm on emergence, growing to 2.5mm in 10 days.
The ground-colour is pale yellow, with double, broken medio-dorsal reddish lines, and
a parallel sub-dorsal reddish line. The head, neck and anal shields are black. Long,
dark setae protrude forwards from behind the head and backwards from the anal shield,
while shorter dark setae protrude laterally and from the dorsum. A number of lightercoloured setae protrude laterally above the prolegs. There are retractable tubercles on
segment 10. The larva feeds by furrowing into the fleshy leaves of the host plant.
2nd instar larva: 2.5mm, growing to 4mm in 8 days.
The ground-colour is yellow, with a hint of green. There are double medio-dorsal
broken reddish lines, with three fainter broken reddish lines running parallel laterally,
the lowest just above the prolegs. Small, faint red streaks are distributed over the
whole body. The head and anal shield are black with white speckles along the outer
edge. There are a series of small light setae protruding laterally, with dark setae
protruding from the head and anal region, as in C. thysbe. Both tubercles and honeygland are present in this instar.
3rd instar larva: 4mm, growing to 5.5mm in 11 days.
The ground-colour is yellowish, with the double reddish mid-dorsal lines very
pronounced, and the ground-colour dark green between these stripes. There are much
fainter, more irregular, double reddish lines on each side of this mid-dorsal line, and
an additional single reddish line below this on each side. The ground-colour between
these lateral lines is distinctly greenish. Head, anal shield and setae are as in the 2nd
instar, with the body now covered in club-shaped setae as well. The larva now feeds
by eating the fleshy leaves from the tip down.
4th instar larva: Grew to 6mm, died after 5 days – host plant turned mouldy.
The ground-colour is pale yellow, with a pronounced mid-dorsal red stripe, and two
faint red very broken red striae on either side of this. The lower striae are very densely
covered with club-shaped black setae; similar setae are scattered along the mid-dorsal
stripe. The rest of the body is covered with white club-shaped setae, and longer
straight light setae protrude from the lower lateral edge of the body, as in C. thysbe.
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The head-shield is black with a white spot on each side; the tubercle casings and anal
shield are black. The larva is very similar in shape and general appearance to that of
C. thysbe, as illustrated in Clark & Dickson (1971).

Discussion
Host plant
The life history of this species as described by Clark & Dickson (1971) makes it clear
that more than one egg was obtained, and that none of the 1st instar larvae were able
to survive on Zygophyllum, a host plant used by nearly all the other species of the C.
thysbe complex. There is therefore strong evidence to suggest that C. braueri has
made a host plant shift away from the “normal” host plants of the rest of the C. thysbe
complex, and has become specialised on a relatively rare Fabaceae species – this being
the first record of this plant family for a species of the genus Chrysoritis. This plant
is localised in the Eastern Cape region and appears to be confined to well-drained south
facing slopes. This may well account for the small, intensely localised colonies of this
rare butterfly, since species of the host ant Crematogaster are widely present in
montane grasslands. This hypothesis needs to be confirmed by observations at other
C. braueri colonies.
Ant association
Crematogaster ants are almost exclusively the ant associates of Chrysoritis butterflies,
and these relationships are considered to be obligate (Heath & Claassens, 2003;
Terblanche & van Hamburg, 2004). The particular Crematogaster species used by C.
braueri nests in the soil, under stones and rocks, and does not make carton nests above
ground. Although the larvae of C. braueri have now been shown to be phytophagous
in all instars, in nature the ant association is in all likelihood essential for breeding
success.
Dispersal and metapopulation structure
Isolated individuals – both male and female – are frequently found some distance (up
to 2 km) from their source colony. This dispersal instinct is presumably an adaptation
to seek out new populations of the host plant that could become established at suitable
sites nearby. Although no other colonies of C. braueri are yet known of within a 15km
radius of the Huntly Glen locality, now that the host plant and habitat requirements are
known it may be possible to find other colonies. In order to sustain localised butterfly
populations over time, a metapopulation structure is likely, with a number of colonies
within dispersal range (Hanski, 1998).
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What do the larvae of Alaena amazoula (Boisduval, 1847)
(Lepidoptera: Lycaenidae: Poritiinae) feed on?
Mark C. Williams

P.O. Box 12538, Onderstepoort 0110
E-mail: mark.williams@up.ac.za

Abstract
Final instar larvae of the poriitine lycaenid Alaena amazoula (Boisduval, 1847) that
had fed on the surface growth of rocks were killed and fixed in 10% formalin. Paraffin
wax-embedded blocks of the mid-section of the body of the larva were prepared,
histological sections were cut, and the sections were stained with haematoxylin and
eosin. Fragments of ingesta that were observed in the lumen of the alimentary tract of
the larvae using a light microscope were identified as fragments of a lichen.
Identification was based on the finding of algal cells, containing sporoblasts,
embedded in a fungal mycelium composed of intertwined, branching septate fungal
hyphae. This is the first time empirical evidence of the diet of any species of poriitine
has been presented.

Introduction

The Poriitinae (= Lipteninae) is a speciose Afrotropical subfamily of the cosmopolitan
family Lycaenidae, comprising 614 species in 51 genera (Williams, 2006). The nature
of the diet of the larvae of poriitine lycaenids has always been a controversial issue.
The first person who tried to determine the larval food of the subfamily was C.O.
Farquharson (1922). He was unable to determine the larval diet with certainty but
considered the larval food to be either algae, dead tree bark or lichens (Lichenes).
Farquharson examined the frass of Teratoneura isabellae Dudgeon, 1909, in which he
found numerous algal spores. His final conclusion was that lichen was the most likely
food source for the larvae. Jackson (1937) described the early stages of several species
of poriitines and came to the conclusion that the larvae feed on either lichens or
mosses. Bampton (1995) critically examined the issue and averred that only the larvae
of the genus Cooksonia feed on (foliose) lichens and that all the other genera utilize
blue-green algae (Cyanophyta). He observed that the larvae of Durbania amakosa
Trimen, 1862 appear to feed on a black deposit on rocks that was identified as a bluegreen alga (today regarded to be Cyanobacteria). In a personal communication with

PLATE NO. 1

Chrysoritis braueri ♂: S. Woodhall

Figure 1

Chrysoritis braueri ♀: S. Woodhall

Locality for C. braueri on the farm Huntly Glen

PLATE NO. 2

Figure 1. Host plant of C. braueri

Figure 2. Psoralea sp.

Figure 3. Ovum of C. braueri

PLATE NO. 3

Figure 1. Pupa of C. braueri

Alaena amazoula (in cop.) ♀ upperside: S. Woodhall Alaena amazoula ♂ underside: J. Dobson

Figure 2. Low power (x40 magnification) photomicrograph of a section of the alimentary canal of
a final instar larva of Alaena amazoula. Fragments of ingested material, some of them pigmented
(dark brown), are visible in the lumen.

PLATE NO. 4

Figure 1. Medium power (x100 magnification) photomicrograph of some of the ingested
fragments in the lumen of the alimentary canal of a final instar larva of Alaena amazoula.
Some of the fragments are partially pigmented (dark brown)

Figure 2. High power (x400 magnification) photomicrograph ofan ingested fragment of
lichen. Spherical algal elements with a central pink sporoblast are embedded in a fungal
mycelium consisting of tubular, septate hyphal elements. The purplish, compressed surface
of the lichen is at the top of the fragment.
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R. Walter, Bampton stated that the former had noted that Alaena larvae feed on the
black threads sticking up through the lichen; these ‘black threads’ were interpreted to
be filaments of blue-green algae (Bampton, 1995). In the concluding statement in in
his paper Bampton expressed the hope that “… one day someone will decide to solve
the problem in a proper scientific manner.” Claassens and Dickson (Claassens, 1988
and 1996; Dickson, 1991) studied the larvae of Durbaniopsis saga (Trimen, 1883) and
speculated on the nature of the larval diet but could not provide any solid evidence for
their assumptions.
Putative (unproved) larval food records have been published for 43 species in 18 of
the 51 poriitine genera (summarized in Table 1). There are no records for 571 species
and for 33 of the genera (Williams, 2006).
Table 1 – Published records of the larval food of Afrotropical Poriitinae
TAXON

LARVAL FOODS AND REFERENCES

Alaena amazoula

Rock lichens (Lichenes)a, algae on rocks
(Cyanophyta)b
Algae on rocks (Cyanophyta)b
Blue-green algae growing on rocksc
Rock lichens (Lichenes)a, algae on rocks
(Cyanophyta)b
Algae on rocks (Cyanophyta)b
Rhus sp. (Anacardiaceae)d [improbable]
Very dark, blue-green algae (Cyanophyta) on tree
trunksb
Algae on trees (Cyanophyta)b
Tree lichens (Lichenes)a, algae on trees
(Cyanophyta)b
Lichens and mosses on tree barke
Lichensd
Lichensf
Lichens; prefers smaller varieties on dead twigs and
fallen logse
Algae on trunks of Bauhinia thonningii and Khaya
nysasicab; greenish tree lichen (Lichenes) growing
on trunks of Celtis africana and Ficus sycomorusg
Anthistiria ciliata (Poaceae)h; rock lichens
(Lichenes)a,b, algae on rocks (Cyanophyta)i

Alaena brainei
Alaena exotica
Alaena margaritacea
Alaena nyassa
Alaena subrubra
Pentila pauli
Pentila swynnertoni
Pentila tropicalis
Telipna consanguinea
Telipna rothi
Telipna sanguinea
Ornipholidotos muhata
Ornipholidotos peucetia
Durbania amakosa
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Durbania limbata
Durbaniella clarki
Durbaniopsis saga
Liptena xanthostola
Larinopoda tera
Pseuderesia vidua
Teriomima subpunctata
Teriomima puella
Teriomima puellaris
Teriomima zuluana
Teriomima micra
Baliochila aslanga
Baliochila barnesi
Baliochila neavei
Baliochila lipara
Baliochila singularis
Cooksonia neavei
Mimacraea krausei
Mimacraea marshalli
Mimacraea neokoton
Mimacraea fulvaria
Mimeresia dinora
Iridana marina
Cerautola crowleyi
Cerautola fisheri
Hewitsonia danane
Hewitsonia intermedia
Hewitsonia kirbyi
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Rock lichens (Lichenes)b, algae on rocks
(Cyanophyta)b
Rock lichens (Lichenes)b
Rock lichens (Lichenes)a, algae on rocks
(Cyanophyta)j
Lichens (Lichenes) on tree trunksk
Lichens (Lichenes) on tree trunksk
Lichens (Lichenes) on tree trunksk
Tree lichens (Lichenes)k
Algae on trees (Cyanophyta)b
Algae on trees (Cyanophyta)b
Tree lichens (Lichenes)l, algae on trees
(Cyanophyta)b
Tree lichens (Lichenes)k
Tree lichens (Lichenes)a, algae on trees
(Cyanophyta)b
Algae on trees (Cyanophyta)b
Algae on trees (Cyanophyta)b
Algae on trees (Cyanophyta)b
Algae on trees (Cyanophyta)b
(Probably) Parmelia sp. (Lichenes) on tree trunks
(Cottrell in l)
Lichens (Lichenes) and moss on tree trunkse
Very dark, blue-green (black) algae (Cyanophyta)
on tree trunks (Mullin inb)
Very dark, blue-green (black) algae (Cyanophyta)
on tree trunks (Mullin inb)
Algae (Cyanophyta) on tree trunksm
Lichens on tree trunksk
Presumed to be lichense
Foliate lichen (Congdon & Bampton, unpublished,
2003)
Algae, foliate lichen (Congdon & Bampton inn)
Blue-green algaeo
Lichens on tree trunks; prefers smaller varieties,
since usually found on clean smooth barke
Lichen on the bark of trees Poulton, inp
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a – Clark & Dickson, 1971; b – Pringle et al., 1994; c – Larsen, 2005; d – Ackery et
al., 1995; e – Jackson, 1937; f – Kielland, 1990; g – Pringle, 1995; h – Trimen &
Bowker, 1887; i – Henning, 1983; j – Claassens, 1988; k – Larsen, 1991; l – Dickson
& Kroon, 1978; m – Congdon & Collins, 1998; n – Heath et al., 2002;
o – Bouyer, 1997; p – Farquharson, 1922.
The yellow zulu (Alaena amazoula) is a small lycaenid butterfly that is found in
eastern and southern Africa, ranging from Kenya and Tanzania in the north to South
Africa in the south and Angola in the west (Williams, 2006). The habitat is grassland
or rocky areas in grassy savanna but it also occurs in open forest (Larsen, 1991). The
yellow zulu is found in localized colonies, often on the slopes of stone-strewn hillsides.
Large numbers of specimens are sometimes found within such a colony but usually
less than a dozen occur in a particular colony. The flight is feeble and specimens alight
frequently, usually on grass stems. They may spend long periods resting on grass
stems (Larsen, 1991). The butterfly closely resembles a day-flying geometrid moth,
both in its appearance and flight pattern (Williams, 2006). The adults fly in most
months of the year, but they are commoner from November to April. Peak numbers
of adults are found in December and January (Pringle et al., 1994). The early stages
were described by Clark & Dickson (1971). The larval food has been recorded as rock
lichens (Lichenes) by Clark & Dickson (1971) and as algae (Cyanophyta) on rocks by
Pringle et al. (1994).

Materials and methods
Four female A. amazoula were collected at a locality two kilometres north of the
Roodeplaat Dam, Pretoria District, South Africa on the 4th of February, 2006. Two
rocks, weighing between one and two kilograms, and bearing patches of lichen
(Lichenes) and Cyanobacteria (= blue-green algae (Cyanophyta)) were also collected,
in close proximity to where females were encountered. Each rock, together with two
of the females, was placed inside a commercially available plastic cake container.
These containers are about 30cm in diameter and 20cm high, with a transparent dome
that fits snugly over a black circular base. A dozen or so holes, 3mm in diameter, were
made in the top of the dome to provide fresh air.
The containers were placed outside in semi-shade. Over the next two weeks the
females laid dozens of eggs on the surface of the rocks as well as on the floor and sides
of the containers. Adults of this species do not appear to feed and survived for 10-14
days without having been fed. Every second morning the rocks were lightly sprayed
with water using a mister (an empty ‘Airoma – Imagine’ air-freshener bottle). Thirty
eggs were kept and the rest discarded. Twenty-four larvae reached the final larval
instar by mid-March. Two of these larvae were selected for microscopic examination
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when they they had reached 15mm in length (see below). The other 22 larvae pupated
at the end of March and the adults eclosed during April. The remaining six larvae
ceased to feed in the penultimate (5th) instar, when they had reached a length of about
10mm, and crawled into depressions under the rocks where they remained inactive for
the next five months. At the beginning of September four of the six larvae began to
feed on the upper surface of the rock and moulted into the final (6th instar) within a
week. They pupated at the end of September and eclosed in mid-October. One of
these four larvae was selected for microscopic examination when it had reached 15mm
in length. The remaining two larvae began to feed in mid-October, pupated at the end
of the month and eclosed in mid-November.
The three larvae selected for microscopic examination were immersed in near-boiling
water for 30 seconds to kill them. They were then placed in rubber-stoppered 15ml
glass tubes filled with 10% neutral buffered formalin in order to fix the tissues
(Bancroft & Gamble, 2002). After 48 hours of fixation the larvae were removed from
the tubes and a transversely-cut block 3mm wide was taken from the middle of the
body of the larvae using a tissue blocking knife. The segments were then processed
in a Shandon Excelsior automatic tissue processor. The processed segments were
embedded in paraffin wax in Tissue Tek moulds, using a Thermolyne Histo-Center IIN paraffin wax embedding centre. Sections 4µm thick were cut from the wax blocks
using a Reichert-Jung Biocut rotary microtome, floated onto warm distilled water in
an Electrothermal water-bath and picked up on Superfrost® Plus glass slides. The
slides were then held in a Labotec inc-O-mat oven for 20min at 60°C in order to fix
the section to the surface of the glass slide. The sections were stained by hand with
haematoxylin and eosin (Lillie-Mayer; a standard tissue stain), Gomori’s method for
reticular fibres (in order to show up fungal hyphae) and periodic acid-Schiff (for
glycogen and some other carbohydrates) (Bancroft & Gamble, 2002). Cover slips
were placed over the stained tissues using Entellan® and the slides were labelled.
The sections were examined by means of a Nikon Optiphot transmission light
microscope and images were captured at various magnifications using a dedicated
Nikon Coolpix digital camera mounted on the microscope.
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Results
Low and medium power examination (x40 and x100 magnification) of the tissue
sections of the larvae revealed a cross-section through the centrally located alimentary
tract (Figs 1 & 2). The lumen contained numerous irregularly-shaped fragments of
ingesta that were all of similar size (Fig. 2). Many of these fragments of ingesta were
more or less coloured by a dark brown pigment (Fig. 2).

Figure 1. Low power (x40 magnification) photomicrograph of a section of the
alimentary canal of a final instar larva of Alaena amazoula. Fragments of ingested
material, some of them pigmented (dark brown), are visible in the lumen.
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Figure 2. Medium power (x100 magnification) photomicrograph of some of the
ingested fragments in the lumen of the alimentary canal of a final instar larva of
Alaena amazoula. Some of the fragments are partially pigmented (dark brown).
High power examination (x400) showed that the ingested fragments were composed
of a tangled network of pale blue (haematoxylin positive), branching, septate fungal
hyphae that was interpreted as a fungal mycelium (Fig. 3). Embedded in this
mycelium were numerous algal cells with a roughly circular profile, non-staining
cytoplasm and a dense central pinkish-red (eosin positive) sporoblast (Fig. 3). Some
of the fragments had a flat surface, where the hyphal elements were more compressed
(Fig. 3).
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Figure 3. High power (x400 magnification) photomicrograph of an ingested
fragment of lichen. Spherical algal elements with a central pink sporoblast are
embedded in a fungal mycelium consisting of tubular, septate hyphal elements.
The purplish, compressed surface of the lichen is at the top of the fragment.
The presence in the fragments of a fungal mycelium in which algal cells are embedded
clearly indicates that a lichen had been consumed by the final instar larvae. Periodic
acid-Shiff staining was intense, showing that the lichen contained large amounts of
carbohydrates. Gomori’s method did not enhance the staining of the fungal hyphae.

Discussion
The diet of the larvae of poriitine Lycaenidae has always been a controversial issue.
In each of the 43 instances in which the larval food has been recorded (Table 1) this
has been based on direct observations of the substrate on which the larvae were found
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to be feeding, using the naked eye. The larval food has thus been inferred from
circumstatial evidence rather than proved. In the present experiments with Alaena
amazoula, direct microscopic observations have been made of the ingesta within the
lumen of the alimentary canal of the final instar larva. The structure of the ingested
fragments leaves no doubt that the larvae had fed exclusively on lichens.
A large amount of work remains to be done before a clear picture of poriitine larval
diets begins to emerge. Besides the obvious necessity of microscopically examining
the gut content of other species it would be interesting to compare the intestinal content
between different populations and different larval instars of the same species. Based
on the circumstantial observations given in Table 1, it would not be surprising if some
poriitine larvae do, indeed, feed on Cyanobacteria or blue-green algae, particularly in
the case of the genera Mimacraea and Pentila. The identification of the various
lichens, and perhaps bacteria and algae, should also be investigated since this may
yield important insights into ecological, evolutionary and conservation questions.
Clark & Dickson (1971) state that there is more than one brood of Alaena amazoula
per year. They observed, during their rearing experiments, that five larvae, in the 4th
instar, on a 100 x 130mm slab of lichen-covered dolorite were forgotten for a month,
and the lichen dried up. The larvae went into diapause until the lichen was revived by
drops of water, then they started feeding and continued normally. Final instar larvae
acted in the same way. In the present work 27 larvae were raised to the imaginal state.
Of these 22 took 2-3 months from egg to adult, 3 took 9½ months and the final 2 took
10½ months. This suggests that the larvae of A. amazoula are genetically variable
with respect to their response to evironmental cues as all 30 larvae were housed under
identical conditions. It would be interesting to see how larvae hatching from eggs in
Spring (October/November) behave.

Alaena amazoula ♂: J. Dobson (See Colour Plate No. 3 for colour)
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A report on behalf of the Lepidopterists’ Society of Africa
on the monitoring of Erikssonia acraeina Trimen, 1891
(Lepidoptera: Lycaenidae)
Owen Garvie(1) and Mark Williams(2)
1. garvie@telkomsa.net

2. mark.williams@up.ac.za

Introduction
Another year has passed and further monitoring of Erikssonia acraeina, a butterfly
known from only one locality in South Africa in the Waterberg district, northwest of
Nylstroom, Limpopo Province, is again being undertaken by the Gauteng butterfly
section of the Lepidopterists’ Society of Africa. No specimens of E. acraeina have
been seen for several years and this situation remains a major concern and underlines
the critically endangered status of this species in South Africa. A report with regard
to the status of this species, and the condition of the locality, monitored during

Erikssonia acraeina ♂: S. Woodhall

December 2004/January 2005 was published in volume 16 (3) of Metamorphosis of
(Dobson & Garvie, 2005). The present report is a record of the observations made by
the authors on 14 December, 2006.
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Erikssonia acraeina ♂

Background
Permission was granted for members of Lepsoc to visit the locality by the landowner
Neil de Munnik, business partner Laurie Wright and resident farmer Louis Trichardt.
All three of these people are concerned about the butterfly and are still very interested
in the possible rediscovery of the butterfly at its only known locality. They are most
willing to assist with the project, and would greatly appreciate seeing the revival of
the butterfly on the farm Tlodili at the base of the western slope of the Perdekop hill.
The entire farm was burned during October, 2005 as a result of a fierce bush fire that
swept across the farm, fanned by strong winds. Cattle have been re-introduced to this
section of the farm and game were noted at the locality, which has helped to keep the
grass in check.

Description of the locality
The known flight period of E. acraeina is from mid-December to early February. A
first visit to the locality was undertaken by us on 14 December, 2006. On arriving (at
about 09:30) at the site, the weather was sunny, hot and dry; ideal for the butterfly to
be active. The area had obviously received a fair amount of rain in the early summer
but the high stand of grass that had been seen the previous year was not evident and
more numerous, open, sandy areas were present at the locality. In fact, the area looks
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better than the authors had seen it in the past two years. It is clear that the regular
grazing and periodic burning of the veld that has occurred is starting to bring the
locality back to what it looked like some 25 years ago.
The wild seringa (Burkea africana) and ‘lekkerbreek’ (Ochna pulchra) trees still show
evidence of the strong burn in October, 2005, with black-charred areas on their trunks
and branches. However, these trees were in full leaf and individuals of the larval
foodplant, Gnidia kraussiana, were no longer moribund. Instead of the old tough
leaves seen on the Gnidia plants in previous seasons, the bushes had sprouted new
shoots and leaves and were once again in a healthy state.

Locality on Tilodi Farm at the base of the western slope of the Perdekop Hill: O. Garvie

Despite a thorough search of the locality for more than an hour, no specimens of
Erikssonia acraeina were observed, notwithstanding the perfect weather conditions
(partly cloudy, 290C and little or no wind).
Several tagged metal stakes, which previously marked positions of individual food
plants, have been removed by the farmer as these are potentially dangerous to cattle
and lepidopterists alike. However, some stakes still remain and care needs to be taken
when walking in the area.
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Butterflies observed
Despite the ideal weather conditions for butterflies it was noted that not many butterfly
species were on the wing. Those seen were as follows:
Graphium morania
Eurema brigitta brigitta
Danaus chrysippus orientis
Stygionympha wichgrafi
Neita extensa
Coenyra rufiplaga
Catacroptera cloanthe
Hypolycaena phillipus philippus
Cigaritis mozambica
Tsitana tsita
Interestingly, Stygionympha wichgrafi were common, together with a few Neita
extensa form major and Coenyra rufiplaga, which were found flying at the base of the
rocky kopie in the shade under the trees close to thick clumps of stiff grass. The C.
rufiplaga appear to show different markings to those collected further east at
Donkerkloof near Zoekoegat in the Wolkberg, having larger areas of reddish brown
on their upper sides and no red colour surrounding the two eyes on the hind wings.
These differences may be due to seasonal variation but will be investigated further. In
addition, it was surprising to find N. extensa so far west of its known distribution in
the northern and eastern areas of the Limpopo Province.
Butterflies observed on previous visits were as follows:
Danaus chrysippus orientis
Acraea natalica
Acraea serena (= eponina)
Junonia hierta cebrene
Junonia oenone oenone
Hypolycaena philippus philippus
Cigaritis mozambica
Euchrysops subpallida
Leptotes pirithous
Catopsilia florella
Eurema brigitta brigitta
Belenois aurota
Papilio demodocus demodocus
Graphium morania
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Surprisingly, no Acraea serena (= eponina) were flying, which is unusual, as this
species was common at this locality on all previous visits to the area. Furthermore,
Belenois aurota did not put in an appearance, but in 2005 was swarming in its annual
migration in a north-easterly direction.

Recommendations
We will continue to search the known locality, at Tlodili, for signs of the butterfly
during January and February 2007. In addition, we have begun a broader search on
other farms in the area for potentially new localities on the adjacent farms. On the
recommendation of Louis Trichardt, we visited the farm Equus, the adjacent farm to
the east of Tlodili and obtained permission from Wendy Adams (a relation of Mark
Williams) and John Miller. A brief search was undertaken of the sloping grassy valley
and vlei/marshy area of the farm from the edge of the escarpment back towards the
homestead. Several promising-looking localities were searched on the western side of
the valley along the edges of the rocky hills, but no specimens of Erikssonia acraeina
were observed. Further searches will be carried out in January and February 2007.
We propose that the Society organizes, with the assistance of Louis Trichardt, a
controlled burn of the grassland in the general vicinity of the Erikssonia acraeina
locality during winter (June/July) in a few years time (2008).
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Equus Farm – vlei with wooded edges: O. Garvie Rhenosterfontein Farm – top of vlei covered in proteas
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Langkawi Island: Haven for exotic butterflies and Russian
bikinis …
Dave Mc Dermot

39 Norman Drive
Northcliff Ext 9
Johannesburg
dave@copywise.co.za
Having dismantled my net and made up a self-tapping screw-secured system of short
poles that also fitted into my suitcase, along with a heap of shorts and light shirts, it
was time to head for OR Tambo International Airport for a date with Malaysian
Airways.
Destination? Langkawi, an archipelago of 104 islands lying on the north-western coast
of Peninsular Malaysia where the Strait of Malacca meets the waters of the Andaman
Sea. Long-suffering non-lepidopterist wife Wendy and good friend Carl van Zyl and
his wife Stephanie made up the party and after 12 hours of flying we landed in
paradise, having also been joined at Kuala Lumpur Airport by Wendy's brother Ian
and his family from Perth, Australia.

Gardens at the Holiday Villa Beach Resort and Spa: D. McDermott

Soon we were ensconced in
air-conditioned luxury at the
Holiday Villa Beach Resort
& Spa near Pantai Cenang in
the south-western portion of
the island. Our rooms
overlooked stunning gardens
containing a huge variety of
palms, multiple shades of
bougainvillea and hibiscus,
and numerous tropical plants
with leaves of myriad hues.

Step outside away from the air conditioning and the heat and humidity were like
walking into a brick wall. Despite the discomfort (shirt doesn't stay crisp and dry for
long) I felt that I had a good chance of seeing stunning butterflies at various spots
Johannesburg's local resident with excellent knowledge of Malaysian lepidoptera,
Dave Haggett, had kindly described to me on the phone before we departed.
An instinct for self-preservation warned me that for the first three days at least, I would
have to curb the desire to head off for the nearest patch of forest. Dutifully lying on
the beach reading 'Spud' (a delightfully funny tale describing life at one of
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South Africa's premier private boarding schools for boys) my attention was
occasionally distracted by the odd butterfly, among them various Crows (Euploea)
some of them ofreally massive proportions, various Tigers (Danaus species) and the
odd swordtail (Graphium doson and sarpedon).
A few reconnaissance forays through the tree-covered hillocks and bush near the hotel,
including some swampy low-lying areas, proved very disappointing, revealing only
the local Belenois equivalent, some Junonias that looked remarkably like the lavinia
found in the US and the odd Euploea.
So I engineered a visit to the Gunung Mat Cincang, a massive, thickly forested
mountain rising to 700m. A most efficient cable car system ferried one from the bottom
over the forest canopy and presented most spectacular views of the archipelago and
the main Island. There were a few butterflies at the top, far fewer than I expected.
However, I was able to observe, but could not get close enough to photograph, a
stunning, very large lycaenid whose wingspan was probably 6cm. A matt golden
underside with darker brown markings and prominent tails and an upperside of the
most stunning metallic green, very much like the green of Lepidochrysops ruthica!
Dave Haggett had warned me about such large lycaenids yet its appearance still made
a huge impact.
From the cable car we could see the Tulaga Tujuh (Seven Wells) waterfalls, a place
that Dave told me was a
must. I did not take a net
with me on the walk (some
900 or so steep steps to the
first well, where children
slide down the rocks, had
us sweating profusely). I
left
my
companions
cooling off in the pools of
water and took the path to
the right into the forest as
instructed by Dave. It was
most disappointing. Apart
from a few of the common Papilio Sp.: D. McDermott
Mormon swallowtails I saw a pair of the totally dimorphic Lexias dirtea, male
somewhat stunning in livery of black with metallic blue band on the outer margin of
the hindwings and the female in dark brown, covered with bright yellow spots and
streaks. Apart from a few Giant Orange Tips (Hebomoia glaucippe), some members
of the Delias genus of pierids with stunning red and orange marked undersides and a
large swallowtail resembling Papilio helenus, not much was flying.
Near the car park at Seven Wells I did, however, find a strangely coloured Judy
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(Abisara), which possibly could be the Plum Judy, according to a book owned by Steve
Woodhall. Abisaras, of course, also occur in parts of tropical Africa.
Back at the hotel, I found in the side gardens a number of strange members of the
satyrine subfamily that I believe are Elymnias hypermnestra. The males and females
are dimorphic, mimicking distasteful danaids, the males looking similar to Euploea
mulciber (Striped Blue Crow) and the females to various Tigers, including Danaus
genutia.
A couple of days later, while wandering through the hotel gardens to the beach, I saw
a huge very dark lycaenid which displayed a bright metallic blue upperside when it
flew. At rest, the underside was dark black with metallic blue markings on the
hindwing near the tails. Unfortunately, a bevy of truly statuesque Russian bathing
beauties was also heading for the beach, and I don't think the butterfly liked the
clashing colours of their bikinis as it immediately departed at speed and flew over the
roof of the hotel never to be seen again. What a disappointment - one that not even the
bikinis could atone for!
Ady (pronounced adee) was our taxi driver. He adopted us during our stay, arranged
our tours and ferried us everywhere we wanted to go. I asked him about the butterfly
scene and he said the problem was drought: Langkawi had experienced its driest
Monsoon in many years. Actually, you could see this in the forests as many of leaves
of the trees were brown and falling. Incongruous that at the time the southern
Malaysian peninsula was experiencing severe floods...
So I made a plan with Ady for
him to take me to the Durian
Perangin Waterfall, not very
far from Seven Wells and a
fairly easy ride from our hotel,
on the Friday, and a slightly
longer-term plan to go back to
Seven Wells on the Saturday.
Ady mentioned that he had
taken a small party of Japanese
Trogonoptera brookiana: D. McDermott
lepidopterists
to
Durian
Perangin the previous year and they had been delighted with what they found.
However, McDermott's luck struck back with a vengeance. On Thursday evening the
weather did an about-face. Friday and Satrurday were completely rained out and it
remained wet and overcast until we left on the Monday. The womenfolk were
delighted -- ideal conditions for retail therapy and there were plenty of upmarket dutyfree shops in the Island capital, Kuah, keen to relieve them of their traveller's cheques!
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I did bring back a small selection of specimens from Langkawi, including a
magnificent male Deudorix ith a deep auburn-red upperside that was highlighted on
the forewing by smudgy black veining, and a couple of the huge Crows. These I intend
to place in small wall-mount displays, one for Carl's home and one for mine as
mementoes of our visit.
Then it was off to Kuala Lumpur. Much like many other large cities in SE Asia but
much cleaner, well organised and fewer bad smells. While others indulged in retail
therapy, I persuaded Carl and Wendy's brother Ian to join me on a day trip headed to
KL Bird Park, Butterfly House and orchid gardens. What a paradise!
The Butterfly House is one of the best I've seen and is well stocked. I had noticed a
door leading into what looked like a genuine rock facing into the flying area and
making a closer inspection, I saw a one metre long, l2cm high gap in the “rockface".
Through this opening a person inside the "rock" was very discreetly introducing
freshly emerged specimens once their wings were sufficiently hardened. The front area
of the was well covered with various types of flowering Impatiens and it was an
excellent spot to lurk and observe a wide variety of fresh butterflies, including the
birdwings, Troides helena and Trogonoptera brookiana (Rajah Brook's Birdwing).
I had birdwings crawling onto my hands, content to sip at my sweat (it was extremely
warm and very humid, despite being overcast) and I much later returned to the hotel a
happy man. One of these days, I promised myself, I will make it to other exotic island
such as PapuaNew Guinea, the Moluccas, Java, Solomon, Bougainville and Bismarck
to see the Ornithopteras in all their glory.

Troides sp.: D. McDermott
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Sponsor Members of LEPSOC
The following members, apart from their significant contributions to the Society as
individuals, have also chosen to be sponsor members and have through their generosity
provided significant financial support which is much appreciated:
Dr. Jonathan Ball
Steve Collins
Alf Curle
Martin Curle
Jeremy Dobson
Owen Garvie
Dr. Doug Kroon (also a life member)
Dave McDermott
Duncan McFadyen cc (E. Oppenheimer & Son)
Ian Richardson
Harald Selb
Hermann Staude
Reinier Terblanche
Prof. Mark Williams
Steve Woodhall
Any member can volunteer to become a sponsor member on an annual basis and make
a contribution of R600.00. As the society does need all the financial support it can get
it is hoped that more members will choose to become sponsor members in the future.
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